Evaluation of Paper Critiques

[e] excellent
[g] good
[f] fair
[p] problem
[s] serious problem
[N/A] not applicable
[*n] see remark number n

Title:

Name:

1. Citation [ ] complete citation for the paper

2. Synopsis [ ] provides a clear summary of the paper in own words

3. Evaluation [ ] critiques paper’s statement of the problem
   [ ] critiques paper’s presentation of motivation for the problem
   [ ] critiques paper’s presentation of necessary background material
   [ ] critiques paper’s review of previous work
   [ ] critiques paper’s statement of the technical solutions
   [ ] critiques paper’s evaluation of the technical solutions
   [ ] critiques paper’s clarity

4. Future work [ ] brief discussion of future research directions

5. General remarks [ ] overall length is reasonable (up to two pages in length)
   [ ] critique is well organized
   [ ] critique is well written, contains no spelling or grammatical errors

Notes to the speaker:

Overall ranking: [ ] Excellent [ ] very good [ ] good [ ] needs improvement